
Video Projector Power Consumption Calculator 

Preliminary information and Terms of use 

 

1) What you need to know before use: 

 

- The Video Projector Power Consumption Calculator (hereafter also “Calculator”) is 

developed and owned by Epson Europe B.V. (hereafter Epson)  

- The Calculator provides a comparison on power consumption of Epson video 

projectors and a competitor flat panel display equivalent model. 

- The non-household electricity cost/kWh is taken out of the Eurostat website. 

However, you will be able to override the date by putting your own applicable 

energy cost/kWh.  

- The operating time on the basis of which calculations are made are for 4 hours a 

day assuming the device turned on once per day, used 5 days per week for 5 years. 

- The energy consumption of competitor product have been taken from 

manufacturer’s publicly available data. 

 

2) Terms of use: 

 

- The Calculator is designed as a guide only. Although Epson has used reasonable 

endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the data, no representations or warranties are 

made as to accuracy or currency of the data. Users of the Calculator should take 

steps to verify the accuracy of important data which materially affects their business 

or other projects and should not rely on the figures provided by the Calculator to 

make business decisions or any other type of decisions. 

- Usage of competitors names, if any, in the Calculator is solely for the necessary 

purpose of fair comparison between the products. Any illustrations of competitors 

products are purely for illustration purposes. 

- All competitors’ manufacturer specifications and performance data have been 

collated from publicly available information including but not limited to 

manufacturers own brochures and websites. 

- Any information you submit into the Calculator will not be treated as confidential 

nor do we have any obligation to save such information. You are not required to 

provide any personal data for the use of the Calculator.  

- The name "Seiko Epson Corporation", the trademark Epson and the Epson logo 

may not be used in any way, including without limitation, advertising related to the 

results provided by the Calculator, without the prior written permission of Epson. 

- Seiko Epson Corporation is the copyright owner of any material resulting from the 

use of the Calculator. It may not be used, copied, modified, distributed, published, 

downloaded, uploaded, posted, or transmitted, whether in full or in part, in any form 

or in any way, without the prior written approval of Epson. 

- If any dispute was to arise from the use of this Calculator, Dutch law will be 

applicable and the courts of Amsterdam will be exclusively competent. 

 

 


